NO

SPONSOR PACKET
Down rugged trailheads and through city parks, there is a trail for
each of us. Year of the Trail is an invitation for bikers, hikers, paddlers,
and riders. For walkers, wanderers, and commuters.
Along North Carolina's trails, we lead and we follow, with kids on our
shoulders, dogs trotting ahead, critters burrowing below and flying
above. We march on our own and we build community. We find new
purpose, generation after generation. We laugh and sweat and reflect.
We take on epic adventures. Or we might even take just a moment.
North Carolina's trails were made for us. To move, to play, to discover.
These trails are ours—to love, to celebrate, to share.

And this is our year: The Year of the Trail.
Join the year-long campaign to showcase, promote, and celebrate
North Carolina’s trails by creating awareness, excitement, pride, and
sustained investment for our trail system.

THE BENEFITS OF SPONSORSHIP
Year of the Trail will reach across all of North Carolina. Messages will
meet people many times throughout the entire year of 2023. Align
your organization with valuable content on why, how, and where to
get out on North Carolina’s unique trails as demand for and use of
trails continues to grow tremendously. This is a once in a generation
event. Be part of the movement.

The Great Trails State Coalition (GTSC) is made
up of many organizations and agencies, both
public and private, all invested in promoting
trails through the Year of the Trail campaign.
Learn more at www.GreatTrailsStateCoalition.org
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OPPORTUNITIES
All opportunities are scalable! We are ready to meet with
you to design a package that meets your corporate needs
and we are open to creative customization.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

$85,000

PUBLIC RADIO
UNDERWRITING

$15,000

RADIO SPONSOR

$75,000

What You Get

What You Get

What You Get

Your logo prominently placed
on a series of billboard
advertisements for Year of
the Trail placed in major
media markets across NC.

Your business showcased to
hundreds of thousands of
listeners at multiple public
radio stations across NC over
the Year of 2023.

Millions of eyes viewing your
logo with the positive image
of Year of the Trail
throughout 2023.

Increased goodwill by
association with both the
exciting Year of the Trail and
trusted NPR sources.

Your brand paired with Year
of the Trail messaging, trail
information, and events
broadcast on 75+ stations
consistently across all 100
counties in the state with
Curtis Media Group. Creative
collaboration for messaging
is welcome!

EXPLAINER

HUMAN INTEREST

INFLUENCER SPOTLIGHT

VIDEO SERIES
$8,200 per video

VIDEO SERIES
$8,350 per video

VIDEO SERIES
$11,000 per video

What You Get

What You Get

What You Get

Put your logo on a series of up to
10 videos ($82,000) that focus on
pressing and pertinent issues
related to trails, advocacy,
funding, ethics, and inclusion. Ask
us for a list of example topics!

Put your logo on a series of up to
10 videos ($83,500) that highlight
stories of diverse trail users, break
down barriers, and showcase the
way communities in NC use trails
to change lives for the better.

Put your logo on a series of up to
6 videos ($66,000) featuring a
significant person that loves trails
in NC. The video ties into trail
advocacy, ending with a request
for NC legislators to invest in trails.

Sponsorship also includes verbal
acknowledgement in videos,
tags on all social media posts,
and links to Sponsor website on
YouTube and the Year of the
Trail website.

Sponsorship also includes verbal
acknowledgement in videos,
tags on all social media posts,
and links to Sponsor website on
YouTube and the Year of the
Trail website.

Sponsorship also includes verbal
acknowledgement in videos,
tags on all social media posts,
and links to Sponsor website on
YouTube and the Year of the
Trail website.

The series will include long and
short form videos to be shared
by official Year of the Trail
social media and 20+ Great
Trails State Coalition partners.

The series will include long and
short form videos to be shared
by official Year of the Trail
social media and 20+ Great
Trails State Coalition partners.

The series will include long and
short form videos to be shared
by official Year of the Trail
social media and 20+ Great
Trails State Coalition partners.

ASPIRATIONAL
BUDGET
EXPENSES

INCOME
GRANTS
SPONSORSHIP

TOTAL

$40,000
$1,115,000

$1,155,000

$185,000
MARKETING SERVICES $350,000
EVENTS
$40,000
PAID ADVERTISING
$280,000
OUTREACH & EDUCATION $300,000
ADMINISTRATION

TOTAL

RAISED SO FAR:

STILL NEEDED:

$781,000

$319,000

$1,155,000

SPONSORS ALREADY ON BOARD

